Assessment of homogeneity vs. heterogeneity of residual variance in random regression test-day models in a Bayesian analysis.
Test-day first-lactation milk yields from Holstein cows were analyzed with a set of random regression models based on Legendre polynomials of varying order on additive genetic and permanent environmental effects. Homogeneity and heterogeneity of residual variance, assuming three and 30 arbitrary measurement error classes of different length were considered. Unknown parameters were estimated within a Bayesian framework. Bayes factors and a checking function for the cross-validation predictive densities of the data were the tools chosen for selecting among competing models. Residual variances obtained from 30 arbitrary intervals were nearly constant between d 70 and 300 and tended to increase towards the extremes of the lactation, especially at the onset. In early lactation, the temporary measurement errors were found to be larger and highly variable. A high order of the regression submodels employed for modeling the permanent environmental deviations tended to strongly correct the heterogeneity of the residual variance. Accordingly, the assumption of homogeneity of residual variance was the most plausible specification under both comparison criteria when the number of random regression coefficients was set to five. Otherwise, the heterogeneity assumption, using three or 30 error classes, was better supported, depending on the criterion and on the order of the submodel fitted for the permanent environmental effect.